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ABOUT THIS EBOOK
You are receiving this e-book either because you subscribed to the Retailbliss.ca list or a kind friend or 
family member decided this would be of value and passed it along. Either way, welcome!

This e-book was born out of a love for branding and retail. By no means, does this serve as the be-all-
and-end-all of retail branding. It’s simply a starting point, highlight what we believe the key principles of 
retail branding to be.

If you wish to use the concepts in entirety, or to interview the author, please email:

hello@retailbliss.ca

Thanks for reading!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
The Author and Founder of Retailbliss.ca, Kristi is an experienced retail and branding expert. With over 
10 years of experience working on multimillion dollar brands, and advising retail executives on market-
ing, digital and e-commerce, Kristi’s true passion is helping entrepreneurs start, grow and flourish in their 
online and offline retail businesses. Kristi regularly contributes to the press and her retail expertise has 
been seen in Canadian Business Magazine and the Vancouver Sun.

Kristi’s own business, Encircled.ca has achieved much success and has been featured in the Globe & Mail,                    
The National Post, CityTV Breakfast TV, CHCH11 Morning Live, RogersTV, The Calgary Herald and more. 

Kristi’s blog, Retailbliss.ca was founded in 2014 to serve as a place for inspiration and education for retail-
preneurs who wish to start, and grow an online retail shop.

To contact Kristi with any questions, or feedback, please e-mail:

Kristi@retailbliss.ca
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START WITH A PLAN
I’m a consultant, so it should be no surprise that I rarely do things                                                                                 
without a plan.  Every good business starts with a plan. I don’t care 
what book or e-book you read saying NOT to do a business plan. 
Bad call. Do one.

Here’s a secret, even your BRAND is a business.

Your brand is NOT just a logo. It is your equity. It is everything. 

Fortune 500 companies actually valuate their brands on a regular basis when 
selling/buying businesses.  According to Interbrand in 2011, Coca-Cola’s brand 
was ranked the most valuable with a valuation of $72 billion{1}.

My point in telling you this is to view your brand as an investment. It is. It’s an asset that you’re about to 
put (or have put) money behind it, so why not map out a plan.

I’m not suggesting that you spend 8 years developing a comprehensive business plan -- those days are 
gone, but put together something. Have an existing business? Do one again! 

Do it on a piece of paper, or the back of an envelope but start ideating around why you are starting your 
business and what you are trying to accomplish with your brand.

What are you going to sell? Why? How are you going to sell it? Who is going to buy it?
How much are you willing to invest in your new retail venture? How will you find the money?

Some Resources for creating a quick-and-easy business plan for entrepreneurs:

Canadian Youth Business Foundation
http://www.cybf.ca/resources/

Business Development Canada
http://www.bdc.ca/en/advice_centre/tools/business_plan/Pages/default.aspx

Entrepreneur.com {aka the holy grail} Business Plan Info
http://www.entrepreneur.com/businessplan/index.html

Quick One-page business plan template
http://www.slideshare.net/kameel/a-quick-one-page-business-plan-template

Citations:

{1} “Best Global Brands” http://www.gfmag.com/tools/global-database/economic-data/11936-best-global-brands.html”
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GET CLEAR ON YOUR BRAND
Getting clear on your brand begins with you business plan - who your brand IS and what you’re trying to 
achieve. 

A brand is not just a symbol, or the colours you use... though it’s definitely a part of it. A brand is held in 
the mind of a consumer. It’s how your consumer feels about your products, your company, interacting 
with you, and their experience at every touch point in the purchase journey.

A “purchase journey” is a fancy consulting term for the path to purchasing of a consumer. The consulting 
giant McKinsey & Co created it. 

It starts with discovery of your product or service, review/consideration of your brand, purchase and 
then ends at loyalty/bonding. Nowadays, the consumer purchase journey is no longer linear. 

It’s easy for a consumer to jump from the research to purchase stage, loyal or not, with the click of a but-
ton.

So, back to brand clarity. How does this happen? Well, you need to make it happen.  

Start with your Brand Descriptors.
How do you want consumers to feel when they interact with 
your brand?
{ examples, joyful, calm, inspired, efficient, smart...}

1. _____________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________

Next do YOUR descriptors. Yes, a brand 
should be personal. Nothing is weirder than some extremely 
messy person selling home organization products. Transpar-
ency in online retail is paramount and consumers expect it.

What are 3 words that describe you?

1. _____________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________

Now that you’ve started to define your brand ‘essence’, you need to build the supporting experience 
around it. 

This extends beyond the colours you use (though this is part of it as well). We’ll next look at your audi-
ence, and who they are. 
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UNDERSTAND YOUR AUDIENCE
One of the number one things you need to do before launching your retail brand is, understand your 
audience.

Meaning, who is your target consumer?

Sometimes, this is different than who actually buys your product.  

For a brand like Lululemon, it’s quite easy to tell that they market to active females, who love yoga and 
live a purpose-filled life. However, truth be told, their most loyal, and highest spending customer is not a 
hard-core yogi. It’s a mom. Interested in fitness but more loves the comfort of their products.

So, how does a retail brand balance the core buyer and target audience without alienating them. 

Relevancy.

There are commonalities between a hard-core yogi and a stay at home mom. The key is finding those 
commonalities, and creating an emotional bond with both consumers and serving up relevant, value-
added content.

For Lululemon, I can guess that INSPIRATIONAL is one of their 
key mantras that they live and breathe day in, day out.

For a stay at home mom, this resonates because maybe 
they want to be more like a hard-core yogi -- attending daily 
yoga classes and downing green juice. For the hard-core yogi, 
inspiration is what pushes them to go farther, practice more, 
try new poses.

Finding common ground is the key to marketing your brand to 
your audience.

So, how do you find out WHO your target audience is?

Take a look at your sales, WHO is buying your product, WHO is
interacting with you most online. What POSTS are resonating with your 
consumers. Which ones have the most likes and shares? Starting to hone into what is working and not is 
the key to uncovering your audience. For my brand, Encircled - I originally thought backpackers/wander-
lusters would be my target audience. And though they buy my designs, my core buyer is actually not an 
avid traveller but a vacation friendly, stay-at-home mom, that loves the versatility my designs can pro-
vide.

If you’re launching a new brand, do a mini focus group. Start to get feedback and survey your existing 
‘tribe’  frequently until you feel like you’ve nailed down your target group.
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DEFINE YOUR BRAND EXPERIENCE
We’ve set you up with brand descriptors, and you’ve now got a sense of who your audeince is,  and 
you’ve got on your “to-do” list, the graphic look and feel of your brand, but I want to focus on the Brand 
Experience.

Why are retail brands like Apple, Zappos, and Lululemon incredibly successful?

Apple has people tattooing their logo on their bodies. Lululemon has bloggers that are not associated nor 
incentivised by them pro actively reviewing, and notifying consumers of new store product deliveries. 

People openly advocate for these brands. But why?

Brand love.

This is the best thing you can ever have as a brand. A consumer in a long-term relationship with your 
brand.

So, what creates brand love?

It’s created by the perfect blend of products that perform (and exceed) consumer’s expectations, and 
an experience that does the same. When defining your brand experience, you need to consider the fol-
lowing things.

Any point when a customer interacts with your brand is part of your brand experience.

Therefore, take note of the tonality, look, feel, content and overall experience you are crafting at each 
and every consumer touch point that you have. 

For example, at Encircled, we call customer service, “customer love”. Why? We want our customers to 
feel like they are valued by us. We want our customers to love us back.

For Zappos, there is  a reason that they have one of the most amazing online return policies. They recog-
nize the value of every customer interaction. They even offer tours of their offices in Las Vegas. Zappos 
is about fun! And transparency. Something consumers today definitely value.

Nowadays, it’s common for consumers to reach out via social media for customer service. Do you have a 
plan to manage? As a startup or entrepreneur, you may be doing the side-hustle, so who will respond to 
those inquiries?

Think about the culture and community you want to cultivate.

This affects everything. From the blog post you write, to the collections you curate, to the verbiage you 
use in your invoices, and how you pack up your products.

Everything plays a role in crafting your brand experience.
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ACTIVATE ALL TOUCH POINTS
Whether you HAVE an existing retail brand, or are starting from scratch, activation is key.

This is integral to having a seamless customer experience.

Your brand experience needs to be rolled out in a somewhat tiered, consistent manner otherwise you will 
confuse your customers!

A great way to start is to develop an implementation plan outlining the following; 
(1) The tasks that need to be done for your brand experience
(2) Description, any dependencies for this task (I.e. what can’t happen until this is done...)
(3) Responsibility (likely, you!)
(4) Due date, and status. 
 
Tracking your profess is key. For example, maybe part of your brand experience is aligning all of your 
graphics and colours across your website and social media platforms. Perhaps you have a graphic de-
signer helping you. Managing through this and timing appropriately with other initiatives is key!

Part of creating your implementation plan for your brand 
experience is knowing what design elements you will need, 
as this is key in creating the experience.

Some examples.... your logo, business cards, twitter profile 
pic/header/background, signature for e-mails, youtube 
background, blogger template, website design, Facebook 
timeline photo, thumbnail, customer service policies.... 
Facebook app tabs.... the list goes on.
 
Sorry, lots of to-do’s. Even more touchpoints, if you have a 
physical location!

Consistency is key here. Use a consistent look and feel 
across platforms. This does NOT mean you necessarily 
serve up the same content on social media platforms as 
you do on websites. NO. 

However, as a new brand, you need to constantly be in consumers face about who you are and what 
you stand for. You are a new brand. Remember that. 

Most people have NEVER heard of you!

It is YOUR job to make them remember you. Make it easy for customers to do so.
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MONITOR YOUR PROGRESS
One thing that becomes key when starting up a retail business
and setting up your brand experience is progression.

It’s easy as a solopreneuer to ‘cheat’ and watch an episode of 
Real Housewives of New York or Storage Wars instead of 
working on your business.

However, at the end of the day, it’s you and YOUR business that 
suffers if you don’t stay focused and put in the time.

When I started Encircled, I would work WHENEVER. Managing
a full-time (and traveling) job was hard. Airports, at 5am on 
weekends, when friends were out partying... I was at home on my
laptop. 

I hustled. 

Not just because I needed to but also because I wanted to.

This is a good gut check time. For retailers of physical products, starting a business IS NOT (or rarely is), 
here today, millions tomorrow. It takes time. Effort. Money. Hustle. Persistence. Patience. And a thick skin.

Here are several suggestions to keep you progressing towards your goal of rolling out your retail brand.

1. SETUP a recurring calendar invite of 15 minutes every day during a time that you know you will be 
home to review your implementation plan (excel, or use a project management app like Trello), and 
assess the tasks.

2. BLOCK a weekly time when you’re home to focus on DOING rather than planning. 2 hours works. 
Pick a time when you’re home alone, or move to another place.

3. EXIT the environment. Some people find working from home very difficult. Pick up your laptop and 
hit up a local coffee shop or entrepreneur/startup hub. Being around like-minded people is the big-
gest inspiration.

4. DISPLAY your accountability and get inspired. Tell 5 friends you’re starting a business. 
Update Facebook. Get out there. Make post-its that have inspirational phrases and put them on mir-
rors and fridges in your home. When I started Encircled, I had some seriously positive affirmations on 
my bathroom mirror. My cat sitter thought I was crazzzzy. Oh well. 

You have to do what YOU need to do to get and stay motivated!
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TEST AND LEARN
Test and Learn is a concept I developed at a major tier-1 CPG company I worked for. I was managing the 
glorious “dog” portfolio of deodorant. 

We had not a lot of advertising funding and a brand that was struggling to find it’s place in the market 
(though well established). I started to see other brand teams doing neat things, and I had NO idea how 
they were working out, so I setup a quarterly “Test and Learn” meeting for the staff. So we could share 
our successes, our failures and our learning. 

 
Starting a new brand should not be a secret. 

Why not TEST your brand before you’re ready? 

I’ve worked with Fortune 500 companies who do extensive 
testing before changing a brand name, or even a font. Some-
times qualitative, sometimes quantitative - sometimes both.

Just because you are a startup, doesn’t mean you cannot 
leverage the best practices of larger companies.

The are several fairly turnkey ways to do this.... setup an online 
survey and load up logo concepts/branding statements.

Or, host a wine and cheese focus groups. Show your brand, 
your designs. Let people play with your website. What do they 
think?

Free Online Survey Tools

Survey Monkey
http://www.surveymonkey.com

Google Forms
http://www.google.com

Lastly, testing and learning doesn’t just apply to your brand. It applies to everything. Try out working with 
a mom-blogger. Did it work? Measure it. Did it flop? Oh well. What did you learn?

If you didn’t learn anything from an experience, then it is a loss. As an entrepreneur, you will likely fail a 
dozen times. If you don’t, I’m already super jealous. Picking up the pieces and moving on with your head 
held high is the mark of a true entrepreneur. 

Learn from EVERYTHING you do. Pivot, adapt and grow. No one gets it perfect on the first try!
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PROTECT YOUR BRAND
Ideally, before you launch your brand baby to the world, you want to consider protecting it.

Why?

Like I stated in the beginning of this e-book, it’s an asset. It’s valuable. 

This document will not and cannot serve as a comprehensive guide for brand protection, as legislation is 
different in every state/country, but below are several things you need to consider for protecting your 
brand.

Brand protecting moves:

1. TRADEMARK  your name (and design, if possible). Consult 
with a trademark attorney. I know lawyers ARE expensive, so 
check with your local startup/incubator to see if anyone there 
can offer you pro-bono advice. 

2. CHANGE and secure your social media passwords regularly. 
Use a random password generator to get a GOOD password. 
And install a password app on your phone to store them. Nev-
er use the same password for any account, AND never share 
your passwords unless you trust the individual.  Always use the 
phone number verification option. 

3. HAVE a social media backup plan. What will you do if some-
one hacks your social media networks? Or starts putting nega-
tive comments up on your blog? Major companies have been 
in the news lately by not effectively managing the situation. 

4. PROPERLY attribute your photos and copy. For Photos, there are a couple of free stock photos that 
allow you to use photos without attribution. You can also purchase stock photos ($$$). Whenever creat-
ing original content, be sure to tag your website/copyright onto the image. This image may be taken or 
shared and you want people to know it’s yours!

5. KNOW the laws. There are specific advertising laws in your country related to brand claims, and adver-
tising. For instance, I know something related to blogger reviews just came into place in US and Canada. If 
a blogger receives free product in exchange for a review, it must be stated on their post. I often double-
state it on my website. 

6. GET an e-commerce platform with good security measures. PCI compliant, and secure it with again, 
a   wonderfully complex password! Protecting your customers’ data is key in online commerce as this is a 
huge concern of consumers and barrier to purchase.
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THANKS FOR READING 
J O I N  T H E  R E T A I L  C O N V E R S AT I O N !

http://www.twitter.com/retailbliss

http://www.pinterest.com/retailbliss

http://www.facebook.com/retailbliss.ca
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